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The advent of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology has disrupted the 

traditional �nance and investment sectors. Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is the 

hottest trend in cryptocurrency right now and is the best product of cryptocurrency, 

so far. DeFi has outperformed the traditional �nancial systems that are controlled by 

a centralized governing authority. DeFi, on the other hand, is decentralized, and the 

storage of data is widely distributed across nodes of blockchain, making the data 

tamper-proof. 

The DeFi replacing the entire traditional �nance is not far away. Getting started with 

DeFi is the biggest challenge for beginners in the industry. There is a need for tools 

that allow people to make DeFi more secure, more intuitive, and more predictable. If 

that is the case, people can really make wonders with DeFi protocols compared to 

the traditional stock markets, where the returns are limited, unmindful of how huge 

the investment is. Polytools is the platform you are looking for that o�ers various 

insight tools, enormous amounts of data for enhanced decision making, and deep 

market analytics to know every possible detail about a DeFi project. 

POLYTOOLS
A B S T R A C T
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The cryptocurrency market is volatile, unlike the traditional stock markets, as they 

operate 24x7 every day. The market capitalization and trading volumes are really 

high, which makes the price of the tokens �uctuate. When you are getting your feet 

wet with crypto, trading could be really risky without an in-depth analysis of market 

trends. One wrong move at the beginning might put an end to your crypto journey. 

The risks are due to the market that widens daily and comes full of uncertainties. 

New investors de�nitely need a tool that eases their hassle and makes tradings 

prosper. There are certain self-centered DeFi projects that focus more on maximizing 

their pro�ts rather than bringing value for the investors. Choosing a proper DeFi 

platform becomes the need of the hour.

PROBLEM
S T A T E M E N T
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KEY FEATURES

With proper investment strategies, 

Polytools takes your investment to new 

heights.

Polytools o�ers a 2% re�ection for holders 

on every transactions.

O�ering a whole range of services suitable 

for investors and traders alike.
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POLYTOOLS
N E E D  F O R  T R A D I N G  D A T A

What if you can analyze and execute all of your trading 

strategies, regardless of the platforms they are deployed on, under a 

roof? Polytools allows you to access and assess various staking pools, 

yield farming applications, and a multitude of project attributed in 

one place with incredible ease. DeFi platforms when approached 

strategically can make the year-long movements in stock markets 

occur in minutes. 

With the mass adoption of cryptocurrency among the developed and 

underdeveloped countries, there are many advancements made in 

the cryptocurrency space, which includes some ease in the 

regulations and KYC to make it easy for the entrants. The tedious 

ICOs were replaced by simpler and faster IEOs. So, the pace at which 

one can enter emergent projects is significant to maximize the 

benefits.

Since DeFi being the new normal, one needs to make quick and 

meaningful decisions in real-time regarding the happenings in the 

decentralized markets. Since the existing tools in the market failed to 

provide valuable insights on the projects, Polytools created by 

industry experts aim at providing real-time pieces of information to 

help the entrants.
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POLYTOOLS
W H A T  I T  O F F E R S

Multiswap Pairs

Pool Explorer

Real-time data Pair Explorer

Stable coin PairsFavourite Pairs

Token Pairs Price AlertsP&L Tracker

Sniper Bot PinescriptsTrade Analysis
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Polytools is designed with the ultimate aim of helping the investors trading in DeFi 

platforms, with the provision of proper DeFi tools, valuable insights, and unique data 

analytics. Polytools enhances the DeFi experience of the investors as it has many 

functions that assist trading in leading DeFi platforms and decentralized and 

centralized exchanges.

Polytools put all the analytical tools and data analytic functions in one place, which 

makes it seamless for the investors to track the performance of an asset or a market 

with the click of a button. Polytools also o�ers easy strategy making that helps 

anticipate dumps.

POLYTOOLS 
T H E  P O T E N T I A L  S O L U T I O N
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Polytool aims to convert the data o�ered by blockchain and other APIs to easily 

interpretable graphics in a fast and intuitive manner. It is practically impossible for 

any investor to search the data manually and process them for an insightful decision. 

This might a too much time than you think it would. Polytools make it easy for you to 

do the interpretations and data analysis itself. The following are the features that 

make Polytools stands out from the crowd

* Polytools o�ers real-time data from the APIs, including the date of token creation, 

market capitalization, and trading volumes of the tokens.

* The buy and sell history shows the wallets associated with them and these wallets 

are visible to the public, thereby investors can predict the next moves of other 

investors and can be bene�tted a lot.

* Polytools really cares for the investor's hard-earned money. The algorithms used by 

Polytools can easily detect the scams by pointing out fraudulent, and suspicious 

tokens.

* Polytools help you detect the big market movements well advanced, which helps 

the investors safeguard their funds by putting them in stablecoins and can re-enter 

the market when there is a good capital �ow and liquidity.

POLYTOOLS 
M I S S I O N  A N D  V I S I O N
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The penultimate aim of Polytools is to take the fruits of decentralization to everyone 

unmindful of their �nancial climate. The UI/UX of Polytools is designed really simple 

to grant access to everyone. The Polytools platform is compatible with every device 

and it can be switched from mobile to desktop. The Polytools users can purchase the 

Polytools token from the exchange and use them for paying the subscription of 

Polytools.

In addition to these features, Polytools also allows the users to store data and access 

them from any device. Multiple-device support makes Polytools a reliable network 

and it also eliminates the need for the transfer of data. The investors can set alerts to 

notify them of the changes in their desirable exchange or platform.

POLYTOOLS 
W O R K I N G
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Polytools is the �nest charting tool on Polygon matic, and there are a lot of reasons 

behind opting for polygon matic. Though Ethereum blockchain is the root cause for 

revolution in DeFi, it has a couple of limitations. Ethereum o�ers security for miners 

and node activity but they are not compatible or interoperable with other 

blockchains due to network congestion. This also increases the gas fee and 

transaction fee associated with the network. A small transaction in the ethereum 

blockchain might cost a few hundred dollars, making it una�ordable for small-scale 

and home-based investors.

Polygon becomes the potential framework for building interoperable etherum 

blockchains. It eliminates poor user experience, high fees, and low transaction 

throughput. Polytools is based on Polygon, which is Ethereum's internet of 

blockchains enabling di�erent blockchain networks to easily exchange data.

W H Y  P O L Y G O N  M A T I C ?
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$POLYX ensure stability through the de�ationary and burning mechanism. 

Polytools incurs a 4% network fee on every transaction occurring in the platform, of 

which 2% is burned and the rest 2% is re�ected in the holder wallets. This burning 

helps $POLYX attain elastic supply, and increased scarcity. This keeps up the demand 

for $POLYX, increasing the price �oor of the token. Thus, $POLYX has a very stable 

price, as there will be less $POLYX in circulation after every transaction. This will 

inevitably assist in expanding our exposure resulting in an increase in token price. 

The 2% re�ection to holders on every transaction encourages them to hold, 

enhancing sustainability and liquidity. This makes passive income with crypto assets 

easily attainable. 

In order to preserve the price of our token, we have implemented a release schedule 

for 'Seed/Private Investors' and to establish our commitment & dedication to our 

craft, the Polytools team will adhere by a 24 months release schedule. The following 

is implicit of our statements:

POLYTOOLS
T O K E N S
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Our platform is available for all users rendering limited use. In order to receive 

exclusive access to our incredible service options constituting greater growth for 

your portfolio; you must be in possession of a pre-determined amount of our native 

token or subscribe to our monthly-based service option.

We aim to incorporate further development with future integrations for our 

platform; enduring price appreciation and improvised services.

POLYTOOLS
S M A R T  T R A D I N G

- Seed Stage Investors: 10% Initial release. The remaining will be brought into 

circulation over a period of 9 months at a consecutive 10% monthly basis.

- Private Sale Investors: 25% Initial release. The remaining will be brought into 

circulation over a period of 4 months at a consecutive 25% monthly basis.

- Public Sale: 100% Unlocked. No Vesting.

- Team: 0% Initial Release. 12.5% release on a quarterly basis spanning a period of 24 

months.
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POLYTOOLS
T O K E N  D I S T R I B U T I O N
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POLYTOOLS

ROADMAP

Polytools charting for Dexes on polygon (quickswap initially)

Projection of buy and sell orders 

Private sale

Presale and listing

PolyNews: Analaytical news aggregators rss feeds for latest news updates.

PolyFav: favourites token upvotes – Get your token to the top to be featured.

PolyView: Dex listings review with pinescripts – Share your technical analaysis on our 

platform & receive rewards. 

PolyStake: Staking implementation – Stake lp to earn $MATIC or $POLYX

PolySwap: Direct swapping  – atomic swap. 

Q3 2021

Implementation of oscillator widgets

Guide to guide tutorials on pine script and oscillator usages

Limit orders for Dexes.

Bot implementation on telegram from price alerts for polygon supported projects

additional dex support on Ethereum with scaled charts.

pairs and pools explorer 

Q4 2021
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Adoption of other Dexes from other platforms with multiple chart views and multiple 

swaps

Profit and loss tracker with notification alerts.

Mobile app/wallet for holding your tokens securely powered by matic and Ethereum. 

Earn multiple rewards for using Polytools Wallet

Chart integrations/limit orders and trading in our Mobile dapp. 

Mobile alerts for drastic price changes in tokens. 

Q4 2021
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Twitter - https://twitter.com/0xPolytools?s=09


